
Terms and conditions for the referral 
promotion for Crazier Eights 
starting May 23, 2017.

1. To qualify for a prize, you must (a) pay for a 
Crazier Eights: Camelot Kickstarter pledge 
worth $14 or more, (b) have two friends who 
pay for pledges worth $14 or more after you, 
and (c) you must give me their name & the 
email they use with Kickstarter by contacting 
me with this information here. Contact me 
with this information before the Kickstarter 
campaign ends.

2. The first twenty people who meet the above 
criteria will win a prototype for a new version 
of Crazier Eights I am working on or a 
prototype of an expansion that I am working 
on.

3. If over twenty people qualify, someone else at 
random will also win a prototype.

4. Everyone who qualifies and the friends they 
refer will each get an additional promo card or
an additional prototype card.

5. Closing date for entry will be the end of the 
Crazier Eights: Camelot Kickstarter 
camapaign.

6. The promoter is: Recoculous, located in San 
Jose, CA.

7. Employees of Recoculous or their family 
members or anyone else connected in any way
with the contest or helping to set up the 
contest shall not be permitted to enter the
contest.

8. Void where prohibited. You may not enter the 
contest if it is prohibited by law. You may
want to check the law in your country, state, 
county, or city.

9. There is no entry fee and no purchase is 
necessary to enter this contest.

10. No responsibility can be accepted for entries 
not received for whatever reason.

11. The promoter reserves the right to cancel or 
amend the contest and these terms and
conditions without notice in the event of a 
catastrophe, war, civil or military disturbance, 
act of God, any actual or anticipated breach of
any applicable law or regulation, or any other 
event outside of the promoter’s control. Any 
changes to the contest will be notified to 

entrants as soon as possible by the promoter.
12. The promoter is not responsible for inaccurate 

prize details supplied to any entrant by any 
third party connected with this contest.

13. No cash alternative to the prizes will be 
offered. The prizes are not transferable. Prizes 
are subject to availability and we reserve the 
right to substitute any prize with another of 
equivalent value without giving notice.

14. The prize will be sent via USPS.
15. The promoter’s decision in respect of all 

matters to do with the contest will be final.
16. By entering this contest, an entrant is 

indicating his/her agreement to be bound by 
these terms and conditions.

17. The contest and these terms and conditions 
will be governed by United States law and any
disputes will be subject to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the courts of United States.

18. You are providing your information to 
Recoculous and not to any other party.

19. The information provided will be used in 
conjunction with the following Privacy Policy:
Your first name, email address, and address 
will be collected by Recoculous. The winner's 
name, city, state, and profile image can be 
shared by Recoculous to publicly announce 
the winner. Any other private information 
about you will not be shared with a third party,
which includes but is not limited to: your full 
address, phone number, and email. 

20. The winner's address is needed to ship the 
prize, and your email is needed for 
communication.

https://craziereights.com/contact/
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